Paper read in Washingcon, D.C., on Iovember 6, L976, at Lhe annual meeting
of the American }lusicological Society.
An Unknown Source of Marginal Annotations by Chopin in

Lhe

. Houghcon Library at Harvard, by Ferdinand Cajewski
What 1itt1e may be known concerning Chopin's refiections on

his',rorks after they appeared in print comes to us in the marginal
notes which the master entered into the copies of his students

during the course of their lessons. To the three known annotated
collections of Chopin's works--those of his sister Ludwika Jedrze!-i ^ ^,'^ir
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0'Meara-Dubois and Jane Stir-

ling--must now be added a fourth, the collection of the Princess
llariia Nikolae-.zna Cherkasskaia, n6e Shcherbatova, which for
years has remained unnoticed at Harvard University.
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Since Prin-

cess Cherkasskaia is a figure new to the master's biography, it

will be necessarv to present the few facts that can be established
concerning her life

and her relations with the cornposer. Fo11ow-

ing this, we shall examine the marginalia left behind by Chopin in
the printed copies of his works r+hi-ch she once owned. Certain annotations, like the multitude of fingerings with which the collection abounds, are of less inportance to us' perhapsr Chan they
\,rere to Princess Cherkasskaia, nor are Chopin's routine corrections

of engraver's errors of much concern to us today. But the Cherkasskaia Collection does have pertinent information to give as well;
ouestions are raised regardrng the proper rhythmic interpreiation
ef Chopin's orsaments, and significanE emendations may be flound of
some

of the naster's most important compositions.

Sources of infornation on the Russian nobility

provide only

Lhe
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harest- bioeraohical data where Princess Mariia Nikolaevna Shcherbatova-Cherkasskaia is concerned. The most informative pr€cis of

her life appears in Gennadii Aleksandrovich Vlas'ev, Potomstvo
Riurika, published in St. Petersburg in the years before the Rev^r
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Aleksei Borisovich Cherkasskii; that he died on May 30' 1855'
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were buried in the Dmitrii

Donskoi Monastery in Moscow. Notably lacking is the Princess's

date of birth, a facL absent 'n other sources as we1l, though'
for reasons which will be clear in due course ' this can safely
placed in the late second or early third decade of the century.
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The year of her marriage to Prince Cherkasskii is given elsewhere

as 1853. Princess Cherkasskaia, then,

became

a widow soon after

her honeymoon. She was childless and she did not remarry.
Though general biographical information on the Princess may

be slight, we are more fortunate when we explore that one aspect

of her life of real interest, the musi-ca} side.

Our earliest

glimpses of Princess Cherkasskaia as an arEist come from the year
1834 and show her to have attained by then a certain stature.

Accounts of two public performances which she gave in that year
appeared in Russian periodicals of the day. The first

possibly the Princess's debul, is described in

some

-Ya:ch 30, 7834, issue of Molva. An opening article,

I.Totes,"

begins: "The concert
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remarks on the success of this

fine orsanization.

Since the lirne
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has there been so splendid and l_sol large an audience. To accommodate it,

the gigantic hall of the Noble Society barely sufficed.

The fiTSt Dart fof the concertl hoo"n
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fh fhe overture to Weber's

Oberon. Then N. A. Teplov played a concerto by -\iaurer (D major)
on the violin,

[a perforrar,"e- to lwhich] tfru composer himself

listened, and Princess M. N. Shcherbatova a concerto by Kalkbrenner (A minor)."

The anonymous author, after duly reporting the

content of the second half of the program, ends his review with
some

"we can not keep silent about the

interesting revelations!

magnif icent talents of Princess I\i. N. Shcherbatova and E. A. Soymonova, who received their musical training outside Russia and,
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cess Shcherbatova'sl studies with G. Genishtaya, a true educator

of the musical taste of the Moscow public, contributed greatly to
fhp nerfect-ion of lfrerl I Dlavins."
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Such was her success on this

occasion, it seems, that the Noble

Moscow

)lusical Society again

presented the Princess on April B--just two weeks later--in

peat of the Introduction and Rondo, that is, the two final

a remove-

ments, of the Kalkbrenner concerto. This time her notices in the
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were no less enthus iast ic , the journal

Severna ja

p6ela observing, quaintly, thal "such a rare combination of youth,
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Let us move on to the very intriguing question of Princess
Cherkasskaia's association with Fryderyk Chopin, and for this

we
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must turn our attention to the collection of her music in the Hough-

ton Library aE Harvard, This collection, which bears Ehe Houghton
,
rb -*.
number
"fMus.C4555.BB46c, was given

call

alumnus, John B. Stetson,
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1933 by an

J'r,t of Philadelphia. It consists of
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part of Ehe nineteenth century, Making

and bound in the latter

up

the bulk of the volume are nine works by Chopin, mostly French first
editions:

the complete Prdludes; the Impromptu, 0p. 36; the Sonata,

0p. 35; the Nocturnes, Op, 55, No. 1, and 0p. 48, No. 1; the Polonaise, 0p. 53; the Troisibme Ballade; the Valse, 0p. 42i and the
first

Mazurka only of Op. 6.

These are followed by four salon pieces

by minor composers of Ehe same period. The binding of the volume is

not particularly

distinguished:

it consists of

German

dark-purple

spaLlered paper boards with leather spine and corners, and a leather
1abel on the front cover bearing the stamped and gilt

initiaLs "M. T."

and the names, Gallicizedr "llarie de Scherbatoff" and

These initials,

"Tcherkasky" found on EiEIe pages throughout the volume, establish
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Tr is l ike'l v that the Princess
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close relations with

Cho-

pin, for he presented her the copies both of the B-Flat Minor Sonata,
0p. 35, and the Impromptu in F-Sharp }lajor, 0p. 36. These copies
have been inscribed on their tit le pages " [i.-l

moiselle la Princesse" on the title

"l.d"moise11e"

--"]lade -

page of the Impromptu--"Ilarie

Scherbatoff de la part de F Chopin." Sporadic corrections of the

de

mu-

sical text originated at the same tine as the dedications. A rnost
puzzLing feature of these inscribed copies is the small rectangular
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area which has been cut away on the title

right of the word "Paris."

From

page of each just to the

traces of ink remaining on the pe-

riphery of the excised patches, it is obvious that vrhat had been removed was indeed something Chopin had

written.

that had warranted such censure? Surely not.

Was

it merely a date

One is tempted to

sneerrlate that the Princess had been favored with some amatory--if
eyvv\4ree

not indelicate!--sentiment,
l-n ha'l

off

fnr

a sentiment, in any event, too personal
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0n the recto of the front f1y1eaf, the Houghton volume bears

an ind.ex of the works bound therein.

This, headed "Catalogue 6crit

1'annde 1875.," is quite certainly in the hand of Princess Cherkas-

skaia and provides further evidence that her relationship with

Cho-

pin was more than a merely casual one. Moreover, it shows that the
relationship spanned at least the entire latter half of Chopin's career in Paris,

A11 of this is implicit

in a single entry of the

"Cataloguer" that for the B-Flat Minor Sonata, reading as follows:
"sonate avec 1a marche funbbre qu'il m'a jou6e avant qu'elle ne soit
inprimde et qu'on a joude ). son enterrement"--"Sonata with the fu-

neral march which he played for me before it was published ftnac is,
as early as 1837 but no later than the spring of i840-l anA which
played at his funeral."

was

Fina11y, of course' marginalia by Chopin

are present in the Princess's music, and since fingerings make

up

the greater part of these markings, Princess Cherkasskaia must

be

:,'lnit.t- od. hal:t- od-lrr. inf n Fhc nan6p of the maStef 'S students.
ug!j,

fn what, we now must ask, does the principal musical value of
the Cherkasskaia Collection consist? Three items deserve special
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mention. There is, first

Chopin's concern for instrumen-

of all,

ta1 color in a certain martial episode of the great A-F1at Polonaise,
-^1a.i^r'^c
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Here he transposes the right-hand part al1'ottava and
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more imaginatively "the trampling of horses, the

clatter of arms and spurs, and the sound of trumpetsr" to recall
the apt imagery of Frederick Niecks. Also of particular interest-though, alas, a marking impossible to trace with absolute certainty
ro Chonin himse'lf--is the Dencilled line found in measure 14 of the
Nocturne in F lYinor, 0p.

55

,

No

.
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, This , connect ing the init ia1
on the third beat of the

note of an ornament to a bass note fallins

measure, demonstrates unequivocally the rhythmic execution of the
ornament in question.

A number of similar markings are to

found in the printed copies of Chopin's works originally

be

owned by

Camille O'lleara-Dubois, now in the Bibliothbque Nationale.

The

late Ludwik Bronarski cal1ed attention to these latter instances in
his editorial

note to the post-war Polish edition of Chopin's works.
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arpeggios, should be performed according to the accepted standard;

in other words, the value of the

ornament nust be subtracted from

the value of the principal note." Needless to say, Bronarski's
4ir-frrm has sisnific,nnljv

jnflleneeci

modern p6.1fnrmanr.p of ChonintS
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compositions. Yet, another interpTetation of this phenomenon is
possible, an interpretation equally--Lf not more--convincing.

A

Chopin stucient, Wilhelm von Lenz, tel1s in his Die grossen Piano-
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forte-virtuosen unserer Zeit aus persSnlicher Bekanntschaft, chat the
master, on occasion, would favor one of hi-s students with an alternetreadins

of

bear this out,
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Could not the markings in question represent further

instances of this practice?

If so, the conservative rhythmic execu-

tion of ornaments indicated would constitute an exceptional rendering.
It is possible, too, of course, and perhaps just as plausible, thal
the signs express a preference between two equally acceptable

modes

of perforinance. In either case, the fashion of anticipacing the beat
would have a certain validity
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Flat Minor Sonata, 0p. 35, that che Cherkasskaia Collection contributes importanEly. Tn the edition of Chopin's works brought out

by

his student Karol Mikuli, the celebrated concluding movement of this
Sonata is asterisked after measure 46, with an editorial

plaining:

footnote ex-

^ten und f^ten -Tacte sind in Slteren Ausgaben
"Zwischen dem 8.:

noch 2 Tacte welche Chopin in den Notenheften ,ier Fijrstin Czartoryska

und Frau SEreicher eigenhdndig gestrichen hat."--"Bet"een the Bth

and

9th measur"r .til" Bth and 9th measures, that is, of che page in question i l_there_] are in older editions 2 measures more lqhich Chopin
struck out hrith his own hand in the copies of the Princess Czai:toryska
and Mrs. Streicher."

Tn his conternpcrary edition of this Sonata, Her-

mann SchoLtz lnad something

similar to say. The two disputed

measures
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Although mereLy secondhand,
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the information offered by l'{iku1i
source

and Scholtz lnas remained our only

of entightenment on this quite baffling predicament.

Given

certain peculiarities in the manuscript of the Sonata' it has allowed us

to interpret the two

measures,

tentali-vely, in terms of

a

copying error originating with the composer himself. Now, however,
thanks Lo Chopin's cancellation of this very passage in the music

of Pri-ncess Cherkasskaia, scholarly reservation can be dispelled
pianists and editors may omit the troublesome

once and

for all:

measures

with perfect

ease

of

conscience.
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